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ABSTRACT 

This paper is concerned with the interdependence between 
various tasks which have to be performed by the processors 
in an SPC system. 

Principles of simplifications of the queueing processes, 
which will allow investigations by analytic tools, are 
presente~ for a one-processor system. 

Further, the analytical technique has been demostrated on 
a special problem of estimating the waiting time distribu
tion for tasks with low interrupt priorities. 

1. BACKGROUND 

During the last 15 years various SPC systems have been 
developed and put into service, and have been subject to 
traffic studies. Concerning the control part of such 
systems, in most cases one has had to rely on simulations, 
because the complexity of the problem has prevented solu
tion with available analytical techniques. In the mean
time a lot of publications on the processes in general 
purpose computer systems have appeared. However, because 
of the special dependence which exists between various 
tasks to be performed by a telephone system e.g. receiv
ing, marking, sending, the dependence between hardware 
and software, etc. the analytical results of such studies 
have, in general, not been applicable to SPC systems, and 
thus there has been a need for special analytical studies. 

The mentioned dependence between various tasks to be per
formed, might be modelled by means of queueing systems 
which permit the completion of one task to generate other 
tasks, which sooner or later require service from the 
control part of the system. Models of this kind have been 
treated by Takacs, Ref. (1) (one-queue case) and in 
various papers published by Enns, Chan, Chung, Maa and 
Wignall, e.g. Refs;. (2), (3), (4) and (5) (multi-queue cas~, 
mostly assuming Poisson "external" arrivals and negative
exponentially distributed execution times. 

The present paper extends these models to the case of 
general independent "external" task input, generally 
distributed execution times, preemptive resume service 
disciplines and more realistic task interdependence rules. 

2. BRIEF SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Every task which the processor is to perform belongs to a 
certain interrupt priority level. 

To each level is assigned a certain number of finite 
queues where tasks which can not be executed immediately 
are permitted to wait. The discipline within each queue 
is FIFO (i.e. first in first out). Between the queues in 
a level various types of nonpreemptive disciplines might 
occur. 

An interrupt of the execution of a task will be initiated 
by the arrival of a task to a higher interrupt level. 
However, it might not be carried out immediately, but 
after some time, called inhibition time, permitting the 
execution of the interrupted task to proceed to a step 
where it can be easily continued later. Also, after the 
interrupt has been effected the processor might need some 
time, called reorientation or register saving time, for 
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storing data, before execution of the higher interrupt 
level task can start. Then after execution of all higher 
interrupt level programs has been completed, the execu
tion of the interrupted task will continue from the step 
where it was interrupted. As inhibition and reorientation 
times generally are short compared with execution times, 
we can consider the interrupt discipline to be "almost" 
preemptive resume. 

Execution times are mostly constant for those kinds of 
tasks not containing decision trees, scanning, etc. 

Tasks are in general either originated by external service 
requests to the switching system ~.g. off-hook, calling 
incoming line, etc.) or by some already performed task 
contained in a sequence of switching functions (e.g. 
receiving, sending, metering, etc.). Tasks of the first 
kind will be called external or fresh tasks, the other 
kind feedbacks. 

Frequently when a task generates a . feedback, this might 
not queue for execution at once, but will have to wait a 
certain time because of intermediate work having to be 
done in some part of the system ta.g. dial tone, driving, 
busy or ringing tone, etc.) 

The work of the processor might further be monitored by 
various clocks, to ensure that certain activities are 
only initiated at certain instants of time. Such activi
ties might be to initiate or. resume the execution of ., 
~asks, interrupts etc. Such features are typical for so 
called "sampled queueing systems". 

3. GENERAL TRAFFIC MODEL 
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A model consisting of the processor and the interrupt 
priority levels with their respective queues is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

The queues are assumed to have infinite space. This 
simplifies the analysis,overestimates the load on the 
processor and the probability of longer waiting times. 
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External tasks arrive at each queue according to a 
general independent law (renewal process) the inter arrival 
times for external tasks to Qi having distribution func
tion Gi{t). Frequently Poisson processes might be consid
ered sufficiently realistic. 

To each Qi is assigned a certain distribution function 
Si{t) for the execution times of tasks coming from the 
queue. 

Each executed task from Qi will simultaneously originate 
a number of feedbacks, the number of feedbacks to Qj ac-
cording to a discrete distribution f · . k k 

~, 1'" in 
Feedback delays, inhibition and reorientation times may be 
distributed quan'tities. In this paper these effects will 
not be treated explicitly. However, the case of Poisson 
external inputs and neg. expo feedback delays will be 
commented. Neglecting the inhibition and reorientation times 
leads to pure preemptive resume discipline between inter
rupt levels. 

The sampling features induced by monitoring clocks will 
not be taken into account explicitly. A correction might 
be introduced by modifying the execution time distributions 
slightly. 

In principle all input data for the general traffic 
model described above can be obtained from call mix data 
and from the system designers. 

4. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL 
TRAFFIC MODEL 

4.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

Traffic models similar to the one presented in the 
previous chapter, but with Poisson external input and a 
simple feedback matrix i.e. 

in 
IT {ok 14>· l+Ok (1-4>. 1» 1=1 l-~' 1 ~, (4.1.1) 

(O~4>i,l~ 1) 

have been studied in various papers by Ch an , Chung, Enns, 
Maa and Wignall Ref. 2-5, mainly by means of state equa
tion arguments applied to the total model. 

A thorough theory for preemptive priority queueing models 
with Poisson or Engset/Bernouilli inputs and no feed
backs, can be found in the book of Jaiswal, Ref. 6 
Jaiswal decomposes the total traffic process into "par
tial" processes, which can be studied fairly separately by 
analytical tools. Solutions to specific problems, as for 
instance waiting time distributions, are then found by 
synthesis of results obtained for "partial" processes. 
This paper will be kept along the same l ines as the book 
of Jaiswal, in so far as also we are going to study some 
important "partial" processes, which combined in certain 
ways can solve actual traffic problems. 

Now assume that we wish to study the behaviour of the 
general traffic model with respect to a certain interrupt 
level, say level k. The higher interrupt levels (i.e. 
levels < k) have an influence on what happens in level k, 
both through interrupt of execution of tasks and generation 
of feedbacks to level k. Note that an interrupt will last 
exactly the period of continuous execution of tasks in the 
higher levels. This period we will call the busy period 
of the levels higher than k. Feedbacks to lower levels can 
only be generated during busy periods. Thus, the influence 
of the higher interrupt levels on level k is fully 
characterized by the joint distribution of the length of 
the busy period and the number of feedbacks to each queue 
in the lower interrupt priority levels. The lower inter~ 
rupt priority levels can only influence what happens in 
level k through feedbacks to level k or higher. This can 
only take place in periods when the processor is working 
in the lower levels (level k and higher levels consequent
ly being empty). 

In case of feedbacks to levels higher than k we will get 
some busy periods in the higher levels as indicated 
previouslYi if k is the highest level which receives feed
backs, then service of one of these tasks will start 
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lriunediately. 

4.2 THE EQUIVALENT HIGH PRIORITY QUEUE AND ITS BUSY 
PERIOD 

According to the above considerations we feel that the 
busy period problem for the higher interrupt priority , 
levels would be rewarding to attack first, when studying 
the outside influence on level k. However, the k-1 higher 
levels consist of 

queues, which complicates the problem a good deal, if we 
wish to study the busy period by straight-forward analy
sis. It would be easier if we could substitute the queues 

Qi (i=1, .•• ,v) 

by a single queue, say ~, without changing too much the 
effect on level k. We will now see how this can be done. 

First, we would like ~ to have general independent inpu~ 
with interarrival time distribution GE{t). We will use a 
procedure described in Ref. 8 for approximating the super
position of renewal processes by one renewal process. It 
is based on the fact that the complementary distribution 
functions for the forward recurrence times (also called 
residual life-times) are multiplicative. We obtain 

-1 v v i~ 
GE' (t)= 1-A . 1: A. {1-G. (t» .n. A. {1-G. {T»dT ( ) 

~=1 ~ ~ J~~ t J J 4.2.1 

where 

-1 J~ A. = tdG . (t) 
~ -~ ~ 

(4.2.2) 

Now, consider an external task or a feedback from some 
queue Qi (i=v+1, ... , ) joining Qj (j=1, .•. ,v) .This task 
will be the origin of a number of tasks joining the 
queues Qj{j=1, ••• ,v). The set of these tasks and 
their original task, we will call a supertask. Observe 
that the queueing discipline has no influence on the 
length of the busy period, and thus we can assume the 
execution of a supertask to be continuous. Then, in terms 
of supertasks, no feedbacks will be generated to 
the queues Qj{j=1, ••. ,V) during the busy period. The 
first step is consequently to find a joint distribution 

s, (t) 
~inv+1,···,njJ 

for the executio~ time of a supertask, and the number of 
feedbacks it will generate to other queues i.e. 

Let 

be the joint distributions of the number of elementary 
tasks (with respect to their associated queues) contained 
in a supertask initiated from Qi{i=1, ••• ,v) and the feed
backs to queues Qj{v+', ... ,~) 

(4.2.3) 
:, V k." * (. * h-.-j ') 
)=1 J n

1
, ••• ,n .-1 , ••• ,n,n -k , ••• ,n-k 

~ v v+1 V+1 jJ jJ 

where * stand for convolution 

Introducing the generating functions 

Hi (et
1
,· •• ,etjJ)= E 

n,=O 
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and 

. F
i

(a
1
,··,a

l1
)= L 

n
1
=0 

L 
n =0 

11 
we obtain the relation 

n 1 1'\1 
a ... a f. 

1 11 1;nl, ... ,nl1 

Hi(al,···,al1)=aiFi(Hl (al,···,al1), ••. ,Hv(ul,··,al1)' 

(4.2.5) 

a V+1 , ••. ,a
l1

) (4.2.6) 

which has to be solved for specific choices of 

f. 
1;n1 ,···,nl1 

Then, if we denote by 

s. (t) 
1;n\/+1,···,nl1 

the joint distribution of the execution time of a super
task and the number of feedbacks to other queues, we 
get 

Si(s;a 1,.·,a )=H.(S1(s), ••• ,S (s),a +l,···,a) 
\/+ 11 1 \/ V 11 

(4.2.7). 

The first .task of a supertask is either an external task 
or a feedback from one of the queues Qj(j=V+l, .•• ,l1). In 
the first case we will use the execution time distribu
tion with generating function, Laplace/Stieltje trans
form 
- -1 \/ -
S (s;a , ••. ,a )=1. L A.S. (s;a\/+l, •• ·,a

l1
) 

o \/+1 11 i=l 1 1 (4.2.8) 

ignoring the stochastic dependence between the external 
task arrival process and the execution times in QE. 

In the second case, we might wish to take special account 
of the destination queue of the originating feedback by 
using the execution time distribution 

S. (t) 
1;n\/+1'··· ,nl1 

In practical cases, where the execution time of super~sks 
does not vary much with i, we might assume 

S (t) 
0;nv+1"" ,nl1 

for all supertasks. In this case denote the joint busy 
period and feedback (to Qj(j=\/+l, •.• ,l1» distribution by 

B (x ;x ,t) 
nO O;nv+l, ••• ,nl1 0 1 

where Xo is the time since the last external task and nO 
the number of supertasks present in QE when the busy 
period starts (including the task entering the proces
sor); it is a distribution function in xl' the time since 
the l~st external arrival when the busy period ends, and 
the duration of the busy period t. Since both Xo and xl 
are pointing backwards, in our notation B will be a dis
tribution in terms of backward recurrence times. 

The corresponding notation will be, if we wish to take 
into account initial feedbacks to the queues Qi(i=l, •• ,\/) 
and make the (not necessary) assumption that there are 
also nO supertasks generated by external tasks present at 
the beginning of the busy period: 

B (x ;x ,t) 
n

O
,n 1 , ••• ,nv \/;n\/+l, ••• n

l1 
0 1 

In terms of generating functions, we have the following 
relation between the two kinds of busy periods. 

B (xOix ,t; a\/+l"'. ,a,)= no, ••• ,nv v 1 ~ 

t 

~i 
\/ n.· 

d
t

( H s.J (·;a 1, ••• ,a )(T): • 
j=o J \/+ 11 

(4.2.9) 

j moBo(x;xl,t-T;a\/+l,···,al1)dxAmo(Xo;X,T) 
_00 
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where 

Am
o 

(xO;x1,t) 

~s the probability that during a time uxerval (O,t] start-
1ng at an instant when the time since the test external 
task arrival was exactly xo' there will be exactly me 
arrivals of external tasks, the last task arriving a time 
equal or less than xl before the interval tends. 

It will be convenient to introduce the measures 

d A ( _ 1-G(xo) 
Xl mn xO;x1,t)- () d A (xO;x1;t) 

•• 'V l-G xl xl me (4.2.10) 

(4.2.11 ). 

Surpressing the variables of the generating functions we 
then get, after taking the Laplace-Stieltje transform in 
t 

j; (x ;x ,s;·)= f n(), ••. ,n\/ V 0 1 
- -~ 

co 

• ~ I-R(X;X1,si')dA (xo;x,.) 
m =0 Ind"'o x me 
o -

(4.2.12) 

For further treatment we will apply the following con
volution theorem for Laplace transforms 

For i=1,2 let Jco -st 
F. (s)= e f. (t)dt 

1 co 1 

Then for any c fulfilling 

max (a
1 

,Re s-bz) < c < min (b
1

,Re s - a
2

) (4.2.14) 

(i.e. any vertical line in the common vertical strip of 
analyticity of Fl (~) and F

2
(S-,» we will have 

1 
21Ti 

c+ico 

f . Fl(~)F2(s-~)d~ (4.2.15) 
C-1CO 

Taking the Laplace transform in Xo and the Laplace-Stieltje 
transform in xl we obtain 

nO" •. ,n""v (zO;Zl's;.) = 

(4.2.16) 

(with c and c2 chosen so that the integrand will be prop
erly defined and analytic on the integration p~ths) 

where 
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(4.2.17) 
- k-' - -\ (k=', •• ; Re(s+z,»O) 

(G(s» (G(s)-G(zo» 

(s+z,) (zO-s) 

Note that 

OBO(XO;x"t) = 8(x,-xO)8(t) (4.2.'8) 

where the step function 8(x) is defined by 

e(x) - C if x < 0 

(4.2.'9) 
if x ~ 0 

Then 

~O(ZO;Z"s;.)= : (Re(zo+z,»O) 
~ Zo z, (4.2.20) 

Performing the integration in ~2 and in first term also 
in ~, , we obtain 

n tp. (zo;Z"s;.) 
0' •.. ,nv"'\I 

+ 

J
C+i. ~ \I n' 

+ 2:i ( IT (5. (~» J 
C-l."" j=O J 

G(s-p)-G(zo) • 
zo-s+~ 

Introducing the generating function 

I: I: 
no=O n\l=O 

we obtain 

, 
+ 2ni fc+~"" ____ G __ (S_-_~_)_-_G_(_Z_o_) ______ __ 

C-l."" \1_ 
(zo-s+~) IT (1-e.S . (~» 

j=O J J 

llo (5-+ ,Z, ,s; .;e; (s-+) ) 

G(s-~) 
d+ 

(4.2.21) 

(4.2.22) 

(4.2.23) 

Thus if we know =ao then we can find !vfrom eq. (23) 

We note that to establishjo we have to find the busy 
period distribution of a GI/G/1 queue, permitting the 
"busy period" to start with a certain m.unber mO of items 
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in the queue and a time xO(~O) since the last arrival. 
This is a generalization of the traditional busy period 
problem. 

4.3 THE BUSY PERIOD OF THE GI/G/' QUEUE WITH BACKWARD 
RECURRENCE TIMES 

We could put \1=0 into eq. 4.2.23 and solve for ~O. However, 
we prefer to study it by a method providing more informa
tion about the process during the busy period. This meth
od is briefly described in ~e Appendix. There it is shown 
that for the GI/G/' queue with single arrivals, the busy 
period can be found from the relationships 

+ 
X (zo;Z1,S,Cl,e)= 

'-ClG(Z,) 

130(zd- z 1,s;e) 

1-..l S(s-z ) Cl , 

G(~)-G(Z1) 
--z-,--...,..~--- d~ 

(4.3.1) 

(4.3.2) 

In order to determine~ one has to observe that x+ and X
are analytic functions of z, in the right and left 
(extended) complex halfplanes respectively with a vertical 
strip where both are analytic. It follows that the singu
lar points of X+ are determined by the equation 

1-ClG(Z,) '"' 0 

Then, with the integration paths properly chosen, we can 
use the requi~ement that X- should be analytic in lal<' 
to determine 3, provided that with probability one the 
execution times are bounded. 

4.4 THE BUSY PERIOD WITH FORWARD RECURRENCE TIMES 

In some cases it might be of advantage in the joint busy 
period distribution to consider the time until the next 
arrival, instead of the time from the previous arrival. 
For the equivalent queue ~ in the feedback model Sec. 4.2 
we define 

(4.4.1) 

as a distribution function in t and x" the duration of 
the busy period_and the time until the next fresh arrival 
measured from the end of the busy period. It is further a 
joint distribution in 

n\l+" •••• ,n~ 

the number of feedbacks to the various queues -outside ~. 
Xo is the exact time until the next fresh arrival when 
the busy period starts, nO being the number of fresh tasks 
having arrived already and n" ••• ,n\l the number of feed
back supertasks assigned to- the Q" ••• ,Q\I; \I is thenumher 
of queues substituted by the equivalent queue ~. 
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+ 
Since both Xo and xl point forward, in our notation B 
will be a distribut~on in terms of forward recurrence 
times. 

Before analyzing this busy period we will consider the 
busy period of the GI/G/' queue and define DT (xO; x, , t) as 
a distribution function in t and x, (defined as above) 
and Xo is the exact time from the instant when the busy 
period starts until the next arrival. T is the dis
tribution of execution time for work which is present at 
the start of the busy period. 

Then 

min(t,xo-) 

D;(X
O

;x1 ,t). I_m 6(x,-(xo-,» dT(,) 

+C 
o 

(4.4.2) 

+ + 
(OBO(O;,-Xo-y +x1 ,t-'-'1)-OBO(0;,-xo- y"t-,-,,» 

The busy period distribution OB;(0,x1,t) has been studied 
by S.O. Rice, Ref. 7. With the notations of his paper we 
will have 

-+ 
OBO{O;Z"s) = ~_(,,-z1's) (4.4.3) 

where ~ can be found from his equations (54)-(56). It 
can also be found from the back,ward recurrence time 
analysis and the relationship 

(4.4.5) 

where the integration path is in the strip where the 
integral is well defined and analytic. Takingthe Laplace
Stieltje transforms in x1 and t and Laplace transform in 
Xo we obtain from (2) 

=+ T(ZO+S) 
DT (ZO;Z1's) = ZO+Z, + 

1 
+ 2ni 

where 

Let 

O<c<Re s 

=+ =-t-
JBo(0;~'S)-OBO(O;z1's) 

=-t-
(z1-~) (1-0BO (O;~,s» 

(4.4.6) 

be the transform of (1) and generating function in a. 
and Bj with respect to ni(i=V+1, ••• ,~) and nj (j=O, .. ,~) 
respectively. 

Then 

(4.4.7) 

where 

(4.4.8) 

and in the expression for 0;, the forward recurrence busy 
period distribution B+ should be obtained using the hold
ing time distribution So(t;aV+1,···,a~). 

4.5 CONCLUSION FROM THE BUSY PERIOD ANALYSIS 

In the previous sections of this chapter we have consider
ed two different types of busy period distribution. The 
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calculation methods to deduce the distributions for part
icular cases are mainly based on residue evaluation tech
niques and application of theorems such as Rouche's, 
for the detection of zeroes of function s . Such techniques 
are very frequently applied to queueing theory problems, 
so this work is no exception in that sense . 

Note that we have neglected feedback delays. Nonpublish
ed studies, for the , case of Poisson fresh input and neg. 
expo feedback delays reveal the complication of a Fred
holm type integral equation in the generating function 
variables corresponding to the numbers of feedbacks of 
the various categories in the feedback delay phase. 

5. APPLICATION TO A SYSTEM OF TWO QUEUES WITH DIFFERENT 
INTERRUPT PRIORITIES 

0, 

1 ::rn 

FIG. 2.- T .. Q ...... M_I 
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The model illustrated in Fig. 2 is a particular case of 
the general basic model described in chapter 3. Feedback 
delays, inhibition and reorientation times have been 
neglected. Q1 might be an equivalent queue or not. In 
order not to overcomplicate the example, we will assume 
that execution times will be the same for each of the 
composite queues, if Q1 is an equivalent queue. 

We shall see how the busy period distribution of Q1 can be 
used to study the behaviour of the second level. The pro
cedure . consists of four main steps, which are: 

1) To calculate the distribution for the time from the 
start of execution of a task from Q2' until the proces
sor is ready to start execution of the next task in Q2, 
if existing. This will be called the completion time 
distribution for Q2 and denoted C2' Note that for a 
task in Q2' during its waiting time the completion 
times will play :the role of execution times in a non~ 
interrupt system. 

2) If the processor at the end of a completion time finds 
Q2 empty, then we will need a distribution for the time 
until the execution of the next task from Q2 can start 
(Le. until the initiation of the next completion time)., 
This we will call the intercompletion time distribution ' 
and denote H2 . 

3) The completion and the intercompletion time distribu
tions can now be used to deduce the stationary distri
bution of a certain imbedded Markov chain with state 
space including the number of tasks waiting in Q2, and 
time set constituted of the instants when completion 
times end. This distribution will be denoted $2;k 

4) We can now combine the completion time distributions C2 
and the state distribution in order to obtain approxi
mations to the"waiting time distribution W(t). One might 
for instance put 

W(t) ~ E $2;k C~* (t) 
k=O 

(5.' ) 

It will be seen that the busy period distribution for 
Q, will be the fundamental brick in the construction 
of all the above distributions for processes in Q2' In 
general our experience is that the hardest part of 
analysis oonsists in obtaining the busy period distribu
tions. Further results then are obtainable mainly by 
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comb'inatorial methods. 

5.' COMPLETION TIME DISTRIBUTION FOR Q2 

Let 

c2 ;n2 (xo;x"t) 

denote the joint distribution of completion time for Q2, 
the time since last fresh arrival to Q, at the moment 
when the completion time ends (distribution functions) 
and the number of feedbacks to Q2 during the completion 
time, given that, when the completion time starts there 
was a time exactly Xo since the last fresh arrival to Q,. 

Then we obtain 

n, n2 
E E E 

n,=O k,=O k2=0 

t (5.1.1) 

I d S2(.)I~ d A, k (xO;x,l) BO k (x;x"t-1) 
0-. 0- x ; n,- , n,; n2- 2 

Introducing the measure 

,-G(x
O

) 

,-G(x,) dx ,C2 ;n2(Xo ;x"t) d t2 (XO;X, ,t)= 
x1 ;n2 (5.1.2) 

we get after taking the Laplace-Stieltje transform in x, 
and t and the Laplace transform in Xo 

when c
1 

and c 2 have to be chosen within the proper 
strips of analyticity. 

After substituting ~';k by (4.2.'7) and integrating 
once, we obtain after taking the generating function with 
respect to n

2 

2ni 
E 

n,=O 

c+i~ 

IC-i~ 
52 (~) n,1b (-~; z, ,s;u2 ) 

zO+~ 

(5.'.4) 

Note: If the summation over n, causes difficulties in 
the formulation of corresponding generating functions, 
remember that if 

y(n)= E y, (j)Y2 (n+j) 
j=-~ 

then on a per term basis we have 

(5.1.5) 

(5.'.6) 

where F, Fl and F2 are "formal'.' Laurent series with coef
ficients y(j), Yl (j) and Y2(j) respectively 

If we wish to use the forward recurrence time formulatio~ 
we obtain 
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Taking the usual transforms and the generating function 
with respect to n2 we get 

, fC+i~ 
2ni 

c-i~ 

f
2

_ (u
2

) 
O ,n1 

n,= 
(5.' .8) 

where the integration path is in the common vertical strip 
of analyticity of 

and 

Concerning difficulties with the summation over n, the 
same comment applies as for the backward recurrence time. 

5.2 INTERCOMPLETION TIME FOR Qi 

If the processor looks for work in Q2' but finds it empty, 
we may ask for the time before the start of execution of 
the next task from Q2' This time we will define as the 
intercompletion time of Q2 and its distribution will be 

H2 ;n2(Xo 'Yo;X"y"t) 

where t is the length of the intercompletion time xo,yo; 
x"Y"are the backward recurrence times -for the arrival 
processes of fresh tasks to Q, and Q2 at the start and 
the end of the intercompletion time respectively. 

+ 

d1G, (xO+T) 

l-G, (x
O

) 

t-1 - 1 

f 'd. ,BO. k (Oi X,,12)8(y,-yO -1-.,-1 2) 
0- 2' 

where 
c+i~ 

E(s) 
1 f 1~0'0 (Oi-~ ,s)(;1 (~) -+ 

- ' d~= g (OiS,S) 
2ni c-i~ s-~ 0 OiO 

(c<Re 5) 

(5.2.' ) 

(5.2.2) 

E(t) is the probability of having a busy period starting 
with the arrival of one task in Q, and giving no feed
backs to Q2, followed by an idle period (with respect to 
Q,) the sum of the lengths of the two periods being equal 
to or less than t. 

As we are considering backward recurrence times it will be 
convenient to introduce the measure 
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(5.2.3) 

Then, after taking Laplace-Stieltje transforms in x" y, 
and t, Laplace transforms in Xo and YO, and the generating 
function with respect to k we obtain 

• J{2(zO'wO;z"w"s;~) 
,~O (O;z, ,w,+s; ~)-,~ (O;z, ,w,+s;O) G, (zo)-G, (w,+s) 

G2 (wO)-G2 (z,+s) (5.2.4) 
+(l2{ )( ) + (zO +z, Z, +s-wO 

, JCo+i~ G2(~0)'~(0;z"s-~0;0) G, (zo)-G, (s-~O) 
+ 2ni co_i~(Wo-~o)(s+zi~o)('-~(S-~o» s-~O-zO d~o" 

__ '_JC+i~(JC1+i~. (G,(zo)-G,(s-~1»~(~,)d~, ). 

4n2 c-i~ c -i~ (w -~ ) (s-~ -z ) (s-~-~ ) (1-E (s-~ » 
1 01 10 = 1 1 

,~0(0;Z,,~;(l2) d~ 

(co<min(Re wo,Re(s+z,», c<Re(w,+s),c1<Re wO,c+c1<Re s) 

In terms of forward recurrence times the intercompletion 
time distribution fulfills 
+ 

H2;k(xO'YO;x1'Y1,t)=Ok_16(t-YO)6(x,-xO+YO)G2(y,) (xO>YO) 

t-x I (5.2.5) k-1J 0 + + + 
H2ik(XO,XO;X1,y"t)=j:0 0- d T d'0;j(0;X"T)A2 ;k_j(0;y"T) 

t-xo t-xO-T (5.2.6) 

H;;k(XO'YO;X 1 ,y1 ,t)=1!JO_ dTE1* (T) t dT,OB~;k(O;X,'T,) • 

+ 

where E(t) is defined above, so that 

(5.2.7) 

(xo<t=y
o

) 
(5.2.8) 

(xo~Yo <t) , 

(5.2.9) 

(5.2.10) 

and A+ (Y ,y
1
,t) similar to A2 k' but in terms of forward 

2;k 0 ; 
recurrence times. 

After taking the corresponding transforms and generating 
functions we obtain 

~+ 
H2(ZO,WOiZ1'W1,SiCl2) 

+ 

ITe8 

+ 

+ ----------------~~---------------, -+ 
2n~(zO+wO+s) (1-

0
B

O 
(O;wO+s,wO+s;O» 

c+i~ - .. + f (G"2(~)-G2(w'»OtiO (0;z1,S-~;(l2) 

cH~ (wo+~) (w1-~) (1-(l2tr2(~» 
d~} 

5.3 STATIONARY STATE DISTRIBUTION IN Q2' WITH RESPECT TO 
TIME INSTANTS WHEN COMPLETION TIMES END 

In terms of backward recurrence times define ~2in(X1'Y1) 
as the joint distribution of tasks waiting in Q2 and the 
backward recurrence times in Q, and Q2 respectively. 

n+i-jf~ 
L dtC2.k(Xix1,t)A2 1_ ' _k(Yiy 1 ,t) 

k=O 0-' ;tl+ ) 

+f~f~d d ~2. ' (Xo'Yo)n+~-jr~dtC2.k(Xoix1't)A2 1- ' -k 
o 0 Xo YO ' ) k=O Jo ' ;n + ) 

(Y
o

iy
1
,t)} 

Introducing the measure (5.3.1) 

-1 -1 
dxdy~2in(x,Y)=(1-G1(x» (1-G2 (Y» dxdy~2in(x,y) (5.3.2) 

.p+i~ q+i'i 

(- -;-)J ,f ,7f..
2 

(-zO,-w
Oi -Z,-W,Oi Cl

2 ) 
4n p-~~ q-~~ 

(z) (w) 

c +i~ _ 

(2~i f 1 ,i 2 (Zi z
1 '-~1 i(l2)A2 (wiW1 '~1 iCl2)d~1 )dzdw 

c1-~~ 

(~,) +(~2(zO'WOi(l2)-~(zO'WOiO» 

with the integration paths properly taken and 

= l' G2 (s) -G2 (wO) 
A2 (WOiW, ,Si Clt = w, +s { Wo +w, + (l2 (wO -s) (1-Cl

2
G"2 (s» 

(5.3.4) 

The forward recurrence time case is obtained if we sub
stitute 412 by ~;,?t2 by H~, ~ 2 by C~ and.A 2 by A~ noting 
that 

(5.3.5) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

The interdependence between the various tasks to be per
formed by the processor in a one-processor system has 
been studied. A queueing model of the system and some 
principles of simplification, allowing investigation by 
analytical tools have been presented. Further, a special 
case of two queues has been treated. In unpublished work 
the theory has been applied to various more complicated 
models, including more than two interrupt priority levels 
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and taking feedback delays, inhibition and reorientation 
times into account. 

It is intended to extend this analysis to further topics 
of practical interest, including stability criteria, an 
asymptotic theory for high-load cases and the .influence 
of overload controls. 
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APPENDIX: THE BUSY PERIOD OF THE GI/G/' QUEUE WITH BACK
WARD RECURRENCE TIMES 

Let 

moPm(Xo;X"x2,t) 

be the joint distribution, at the time t within a busy 
period, for the number m of tasks in the GI/G/' . system, 
the time x, since the last arrival and elapsed execution 
time x2 of currently executed task (densities in x, and 
x2),given that the busy period starts with mo tasks in 
the system and a time Xo since last arrival. According to 
this definition 

moPm(Xo ;X"x2 ,t) 

should be regarded as a generalized function. Such func
tions have been treated in various books, e.g. Ref. 9. 

Defining 

A(X)= ~ 
,-G(x) 

S' (x) 
n(x)= ,-S(x) 

We can establish the following system of equations 

(a!, t a!2 + aat + A(X, )+n(x2 » moPm (xo;x, ,x2 ,t) = 0 

(x"x2 ,t>0, m~') 

moPm(Xo;0,x2't)=(~m_') 100 moPm-' (XO;T"x2 ,t)A(T,)dT, 
0-

00 (t>,x
2

>0, m~') 

moPm (xo ; x, ,0 ,t)= t- moPm+' (xo ; x" T 2' t) n(T 2) dT 2 

(t>o, x,>'o, m~1) 

p (xO;x"x2 '0)=O O(x,-xO)O(x2 ) 
mO m m-mO 

d 
m

o
P m(xo ;X"x2 ,t)=('-S(t»dx, Am_mo(Xo;x"t)O(x2-t) 

(x2~t>0) 

'-G (xO+t) (S (mO-m) * (t-x »'. ('-S (x ». moPm(xo ;X"x2 ,t)= 2 2 
,-G(xO) 

o (x,-xo-t) 

(o(x) is the Dirac delta function) 

It can be shown that 

(x,>t>O) 

where the function ~, possessing derivatives with respect 
to the second and third variable, stems from the dif
ferential equation. This function has to be determined 
by means of the other equations. In particular, when 
exploiting the two boundary conditions inv~lving inte-
grals we encounter a Wiener Hopf problem, inherent in all 
renewal processes. We therefore, introduce the functions 

where 
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OO -z x 100 -z x, 100 -st 

= e 0 o( e , ( e ~(xo;x"t;a,~)dt)dx,)dxo 
o 0+ 0+ 

and 

X- (zo; z, ,s;a, ~): = 100 e -ZoXo «(*" e -z,x, (J 00 e -st~ (X
O

;X
1 
,t;a,~) 

o _00 0+ 
dt)dX,)dxO 

Then observing that ___ a ___ a_ B(x'x t.O)= 
00 ax at 0"" ~ 

= E ~mol p 1 (xo~x, ,x2 ,t)n (x2 )dx2 
m

O
=' O_mo 

and applying standard convolution theorems for Laplace 
transforms we arrive at the relationships between X +, X-

. and , stated in Sec. 4.3. A broad exposition of the cal
culation method has been given in Ref. '0, in terms of 
Fourier transforms. This reference also considers 
the regions of analyticity of X + on X 
as functions of z1 and specifies how to choose the con
tours of integrat~on. Further, the busy period for some 
important cases of arrival and service processes has been 
particularly studied. 
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